The high costs associated with logic simulation of large VLSI circuits has led to the need for new computer architectures tailored to the simulation task. Such architectures have the potential for significant speed-ups over software-based logic simulators executing on standard sequential computers. This paper presents a model of one class of multiprocessor simulation architectures and compares the performance of some of these machines using data obtained from simulations of VLSI circuits. In addition, we discuss the implications of our results on machine design and examine the sensitivity of the model to variations in circuit characteristics.
Introduction
The high cost associated with the detection and correction of design errors once a VLSI chip has been fabricated has led to an increased reliance on simulation techniques, both to initially verify logic correctness and subsequently to develop vectors for testing fabricated chips. As circuit complexity has grown, the time delays and costs of performing logic simulation on standard, serial computers have grown until they can consume months of machine time [1] .
These high costs have led to the development of a number of special-purpose processors dedicated to logic simulation [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] which can perform simulations up to 1000 times the speed of standard, general-purpose computers. The techniques employed in achieving these speed-ups vary from microcode implementation of simulation algorithms to the development of specialpurpose multiprocessors tailored to the simulation algorithm. Theoretical studies of possible simulation architectures have also been undertaken [9] [10] [11] .
In general, it has been difficult to compare these alternative approaches because data on the simulation process (e.g., event distributions) is not generally available in the open literature, and developing performance models over a range of complex architecture alternatives involves as much art as science.
Furthermore, manufacturer-supplied speed estimates are typically based on ideal circuit characteristics and other factors which are generally not under the control of the machine designer. This paper shows that with a small number of special-purpose processors and a medium performance communication network, logic simulation can be accelerated by factors of hundreds and even thousands. These estimates were obtained from our model of multiprocessor simulation architectures whose workload characteristics were derived from data obtained from actual VLSI circuit simulations [12] . The development of this model is the central topic of this paper. The model allows us to distinguish between good and poor designs and to develop rules of thumb for designing multiprocessor simulation arehitectures.
The next section reviews several acceleration techniques employed in logie simulation architectures. The section ends with a description of a simulation architecture taxonomy which defines broad classes of alternative architeetures, one of which is analyzed in detail in this paper. Section 3 develops a run-time model for this class of simulators, and Section 4 derives a speed-up expression for comparing the relative performance of two architectures. Section 5 presents the data collected from simulations of five benchmark circuits. Section 6 presents some simplified performance bounds which result when synchronization and communication costs are ignored. Section 6 estimates the expected speed-up for five VLSI circuits running on a variety of hardware and discusses the implications of the results. The final section presents conclusions and discusses future research.
Functional specialization
refers to those techniques which implement a subtask of the sequential, simulation algorithm in hardware or firmware to decrease the execution time. Prime candidates for functional specialization are event-list manipulation, function (gate/swltch) evaluation, and net-list searching since these operations typically account for over 85% of the time consumed by a logic simulation algorithm [12] .
Concurrency exploitation refers to the use of hardware structures which take advantage of either the actual concurrency inherent in the simulated circuit itself or the potential concurrency in the simulation algorithm. Concurrency exists in the simulated circuit as signals which propagate simultaneously over multiple paths in the circuit. This concurrency can be exploited by distributing the circuit components over multiple processors and letting each processor simulate different parts of the circuit. Potential concurrency exists between stages of the simulation algorithm because the data can be organized so that the algorithm can be viewed as a pipeline of operations.
The architecture alternatives associated with concurrency exploitation can be further clarified by classifying the space of design alternatives. Three classification components common to a wide range of logic simulation architectures can be identified and used to develop a taxonomy (Table 2) of logic simulation  architectures. For example, the category UI/GC/Q=4/P=4/L----5 is a machine which has a Unit Increment time advance mechanism, a Global Clock, four event-lists (Queues=4), four event/function evaluators (Processors=4), and a five-stage pipeline (Length=5)in each event/function evaluator [9] . This paper considers the architecture class (Figure 1 ) where the number of event-llsts Q is assumed to be equal to the number of processors P, and both the number of processors and the number of stages L in the pipeline are design variables. A representative of this machine class is the ZYCAD LE-series logic simulation machines [4] . The master processor maintains the global clock time C and synchronizes slave processors through a START signal which marks the beginning of a new unit time increment. There are P slave processors which each contain an event/function evaluator and an event-list. Each slave processor evaluates events scheduled for time C, communicates state information to other slave processors over a communication network, and sends a DONE signal to the master processor when it has completed processing all of its events scheduled for time C. Communication buffers between the slave processors and the communication network allow message transmission to proceed in parallel with event/function evaluation.
UI/GC/Q=P/P/L
A simulation cycle begins when the master processor sends a START signal to the slave processors and ends when all slave processors have returned DONE signals to the master processor. When the master processor receives all of the DONE signals, it increments the global clock and starts the next simulation cycle by sending another START signal to the slaves. Simulation cycles are repeated until the clock reaches the termination time. Note that even when there are no events scheduled for a time point, the simulation cycle is still executed but consists of only the sending of START and DONE signals. This general architecture was also analyzed by Levendel, Menon, and Patel [13] . Our model resembles theirs but considers a broader range of parameters, uses a workload' model based on real data, includes pipeline evaluator length as a design parameter, and employs a random partitioning strategy in its communications model.
The Basic Model
This section begins by describing the input (supplied) variables and design parameters in the model. Then, the processor and communication time components are detailed. Next, a model of the message volume as a function of the number of processors is developed for the case when the circuit components are randomly distributed among P processors. Finally, the effect of processor pipellning is added to the model. The performance measure used is the run-time of a simulation which generates E events.
Model Parameters
The output (dependent) variables, input (independent) variables, auxiliary variables, and design parameters of the model are shown in Table 3 below. The output variables are our performance measures of interest and are functions of the input variables. Values for the input variables can be obtained from measurements of a conventional, sequential simulator. The design parameters included in this model are the number of processors (P), the length of (number of stages in) the event/function evaluation pipeline (L), the average width of the communication network (degree of communication concurrency) during peak load (W), and the times for event/function evaluation (tE) , communication of one event message (tM) , and clock synchronization (ts, tD). Auxiliary variables denote values which are used to simplify expressions and are functions of other variables.
In a machine with a unit increment clock, the simulation clock runs for B+I simulation ticks (cycles) during which at least one event evaluation is performed in each of B (Busy) ticks and none during I (Idle) ticks. There are a total of E event evaluations which are distributed over the B busy ticks and P processors. When there are multiple processors, the number of event evaluations may be distributed unevenly across the P processors resulting in one processor having to perform more event evaluations than the other processors. During each busy tick, the most heavily loaded processor takes, on average, /3 times longer to perform its evaluations than it would if the evaluations were evenly distributed across all processors.
The average event/function evaluation time is tE. Although some evaluations may take more time than others, we assume that all event/function evaluations take the average event/function evaluation time and that this time is invariant with the number of processors. This assumption assumes the existence of a nearconstant-time event-list management capabilities [14] .
During the I idle ticks, the system must still spend some time (t s and ti) ) to skip over the idle ticks. This involves the transmission of the START signal by the master processor and the processing of the subsequent DONE reply from the slave processors.
A change at the output of:a component is an event (representing a signal change) which needs to be propagated to the inputs of the fanout components (those receiving the new signal value). The propagation of the event requires one message to be sent to each fanout component and will take t M time units for each message transmission. For simplicity, we have ignored approaches which transmit multiple events in one message transmission.
During the course of the simulation, Mp such messages are transmitted over the communication network when there are F processors. The variable Moo denotes the limit of Mp as the number of processors P approaches the number of circuit components. When there is more than one processor trying to communicate across the communication network at the same time, only W messages can be transmitted concurrently. All other messages are queued until the network can accept more messages.
The Model Without Pipelining
The following model is a simple mean-value model of the selected architecture when an evaluation pipeline is not employed. Let rEVAL be the average time required by each of P processors to evaluate all events and functions during a busy tick, and let tco M be the average time required to transmit all messages generated during a busy tick. Then, if communication and event/function evaluation can proceed concurrently, the time required to simulate one busy tick is approximately the maximum of tEVAL and too M. The overhead required by each processor to START and stop (i.e., DONE signal) a simulation cycle is the processor synchronization time tsYNC. The total simulation run-time R£ is:
This expression for the run-time ~makes several simplifying assumptions: 1) Event evaluations and message transmissions are evenly distributed over the B busy ticks. 2) When communication dominates event/function evaluation, message transmission completely overlaps event/function evaluation. 3) Evaluations begin simultaneouslj, (i.e., all slave processors simultaneously receive a broadcasted START signal).
Machine speed is limited by the most heavily loaded physical component. In principle, this bottleneck will be either 1) the slave processors, 2) the communication network, or 3) the master processor. For example, when the communication network can process messages faster than the event/function evaluators can generate them and little time is required for synchronization, the slave processors will saturate, and the run-time will be approximately BtEVAL. However, if the communication network is slow compared to the processors, the communication network will saturate, and the run-time will be approximately Btco M. Finally, if synchronization dominates the run-time, the run-time will be approximately (B+I)tsYNO When synchronization is fast, the design problem is to balance the number and speed of the event/function evaluators with the communication network so that most of the hardware is utilized near its capacity at minimum cost.
If the E event/functlon evaluations are evenly distributed over the B busy ticks and P processors, each processor will perform E/(BP) evaluations during each busy tick so long as there is at least one event for each processor (P_~E/B). Let N=E/B, the maximum degree of parallelism. When P=N and the load is evenly distributed, all processors will have one event/function evaluation per busy tick. Adding more processors will not reduce the run-time since there will be N processors evaluating one event and P-N idle processors. Thus, designs with more than N processors are not considered. If instead, the N evaluations in each busy tick were unevenly distributed over the P processors, the processor with the most evaluations will perform ~/P evaluations. Since t E is the time for one evaluation, the time required for all evaluations during one busy tick is the time required for the most heavily-loaded processor to finish, or
When fl is one, perfect balance has been achieved while values of fl greater than one indicate imbalance (fl -----P means all evaluations are performed on one processor). If Mp is the number of message transmissions when there are P processors, and these are evenly distributed over the B busy ticks, there will be M£/B transmissions during each busy tick. With concurrent transmissions evenly spread o'4er the W communications channels and t M the mean time required to transmit one message, the time required for message transmission during one busy tick is
In a single time-shared bus configuration, W is equal to one. Other communication networks like the crossbar and delta have W-values greater than one and are a function of the number of processors, the message traffic distribution, and the network design parameters.
Synchronization involves the broadcasting of a START signal to all slave processors and the subsequent sending of DONE signals from the slave processors. If the time required to begin a simulation cycle is t s, and the time required to end a simulation cycle is t D, the synchronization time is
During busy ticks, DONE signal transmission can overlap either event/functlon evaluation or other DONE signal transmissions. During idle ticks, DONE signal transmissions overlap each other.
Substituting (2), (3), and (4)into (1) yields the runtime model for the selected archltectm'e without pipelining.
• E MP\ _TV_V tM)' p_~E (5)
The model shows that when event/function evaluation is the dominant time component, the run-time decreases as the number of processors P increases (i.e., linear speedup). When communication is the dominant component, the run-tlme will depend on the number of message transmissions Mp, the communication concurrency W, and the message transmission time t M.
Random Partitioning
The message volume Mp depends on the number of processors P and how the circuit components are distributed over the P processors. In the random partitioning scheme, the C components are randomly distributed over P processors. Although there may be applications where a better partitioning strategy can be found, the message volume associated with random partitioning can be taken as an upper bound for other useful partitioning strategies• A message arises when the output of a component located on processor i must be propagated to a fanout component located on a different processor j (icj). Since there are C/P components on each processor, the fanout component could be any of the other (C/p)-1 components on processor i or the C-(C/P) components on the other processors. Because of random partitioning, the fanout component could be any of the other C-1 components with equal probability. Since there are Moo signal propagations (message transmissions) when there are C processors, the number of messages transmitted when there are P processors is given by:
Note that the number of messages transmitted across the communication network is 0 when there is one processor and increases with increasing P until it is equal to Moo when each component is placed on a separate processor.
Pipelining
Event/function evaluation speed can be increased by using a pipelined architecture. The logic simulation algorithm allows about six stages [15] with a smaller number possible by merging adjacent stages. If an Lstage pipeline can perform one event/function evaluation in time rE, it can perform n of these operations in time approximately equal to t n -----~-(n+L--1)
if the execution time of each stage is equal to tE/L. This expression can be derived by noting that the n-th operation must wait for the n-1 operations ahead of it to complete the first stage of the pipe and then traverse L stages to get to the output of the pipe. Thus, it takes n--l+L stage completions before the n-th operation exits the last stage of the pipe. For typical average fanouts (F~2), it is possible and advantageous to divide the stages into nearly equal execution times so that the maximum output rate can be achieved.* The processor performing the largest number of evaluations during a busy tick must perform n=fiE/(BP) evaluations. The evaluation time can now be given as:
Note that when L equals 1, (8) reduces to (2), the case when no pipelining is employed. The run-time model with pipelining is obtained by substituting (6) into (3) and then (3), (4), and (8)into (1):
4. Speed-Up Designers of special-purpose machines are usually interested in comparing the performance of their machine with that of an unenhanced or base machine, with the relative speed expressed as a speed-up factor. If the run-times of the base and special-purpose machines for identical simulations are R B and R e respectively, the speed-up is Sp ----RB/R P
where Re is given by (10) and R n is given by (12) . Typically, the base machine is a standard, generalpurpose machine (e.g., VAX 11/750'*). The time required by the base machine to evaluate E events is R B = EtE B (12) where tE. B is the time required to perform one * Table III in [15] indicates near-equal loading is possible for an average fanout of two which is typical of the circuits that were in our benchmark. ** VAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. event/function evaluation on the base machine t.
One aspect of this speed-up may be due to a decrease in the event/function evaluation time resulting from the use of functional specialization and technology improvements in the special-purpose machine.
The parameter H reflects this reduction in t E and is defined as H ----tE B/tEs (13) Two interesting bounds can he derived from (11) by simplifying (10) for the evaluation-time-dominant and communication-time-dominate cases and substituting (10) and (12) into (11) . When the event/function evaluation time dominates all other time components in the specialpurpose machine (tEVAL>>tCoM,tSYNC) and the processor load is balanced (/3=1), the speed-up becomes Note that in this case, the speed-up decreases as the number of processors increases and approaches a limiting value of EW(tEB/tM) lim S"p --
P--*oo Moo
Since the communication network is operating at maximum capacity, the increase in the message volume which accompanies greater partitioning (larger P) is directly reflected in a lengthening of the run-time of the special-purpose machine and therefore a decrease in the speed-up. Equations (14) and (15) indicate that the general shape of the speed-up curve as a function of the number of processors will first show an increase in the speed-up as a function of the number of processors until _ the system becomes limited by the capacity of the communication network. Then, the curve will asymptotically decrease toward the value given in (16) . t The dot notation will be used to distinguish between the parameters of the base and special-purpose machines (e.g., tE B and tE s denote t E for the base and speciMpurpose machines respectively).
Simulation Data
Data for our model was collected from standard, serial simulations of five VLSI circuits. This section describes the circuits, presents a normalization procedure for estimating the workload parameters as a function of circuit size, and summarizes the benchmark data for circuits scaled to 100,000 components.
The data was gathered using the lsim gate/swltchlevel logic simulator running on a VAX 11/750. Lsim is a UNIX*/C-based simulator and was designed with data collection on the simulation process in mind [16, 17] . It can simulate systems containing both traditional unidirectional logic gates, and bidirectional MOS switches. The data presented in this paper used lsim's fixed delay model in which component delays are modeled by fixed low-to-high and hlgh-to-low propagation times. Random test vectors were applied to the circuits until aggregate statistics (e.g., average event-list size, circuit activity) remained stable and most components experienced at least one output change.
The five circuits in our benchmark were: 1) a stop watch, 2) a priority queue, 3) an associative memory, 4) a Radiation Treatment Planning (RTP) chip, and 5) a crossbar switch. The stop watch circuit determines the elapsed time between a start and a stop signal. The priority queue stores 48-bit records, each divided into four fields, and retrieves the record whose first field contains the smallest value. The associative memory functions like a normal random access memory as well as a memory in which records can be retrieved by content. The RTP chip implements an algorithm used in cancer treatment planning which calculates the radiation dosage at a specified point. The crossbar switch provides an interconnection network between four input and four output ports.
These circuits reflect a mix of characteristics (Table  4) and are the product of five graduate student design teams. The two most prevalent VLSI technologies (nmos and cmos) and clocking schemes (synchronous and asynchronous) are represented. The circuit sizes range from approximately 650 transistors to 8,000 transistors. The priority queue, associative memory, and crossbar switch were designed so that they could be scaled to larger versions as required (assuming no pin or power limitations). The test circuits were kept small enough to insure that simulation run lengths were reasonable and disk storage availability was adequate. The Switches and Gates columns in Table 4 indicate the number of lsim bidirectional switches and unidirectional gates used in defining the circuit. The right column reflects the total number of transistors in each circuit. Table 5 shows the circuit dependent data used in our model for circuits with 100,000 components. The data was obtained by linearly scaling the measured data to represent 100,000 component circuits. For example, * UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
since the priority queue has 3,680 components, a priority queue with 100,000 components will have values of E and Moo which are 100,000/3,680=27.2 times larger than measured values. Since the measured E-value for the priority queue was 592,206, the scaled value is approximately 16.1x106.
Some statistics which give an indication of the nature of logic simulation using the fixed delay model are given in Table 6 . B/(B÷I) is the fraction of time points with one or more scheduled events. N---E/B is the average number of simultaneous events (when there is at least one event). The activity is the average fraction of components with output changes. F---Moo/E is the average fanout. The general picture which emerges from the data is that nothing is happening at most simulation time points (B/(BWI)is small). When there is activity, only a small fraction of the circuit is involved (the activity over busy time points N/(100,000 components) is small). However, there is a substantial amount of event simultaneity at each busy time point (N=E/B is large) making the use of parallelism potentially rewarding. The simultaneity for synchronous circuits (all circuits except the crossbar switch) is greater than that for asynchronous circuits (crossbar switch) where the events tend to be spread over a greater fraction of the time points (higher value of B/(B+I)). The table also shows that, except for the crossbar circuit, attaining maximum acceleration exclusively from parallelism (N) will require processor populations in the hundreds and thousands.
Performance Bounds
Simple performance bounds give a quick indication of the potential speed-up offered by a machine architecture. Equation (14) is an expression for the speed-up which can be obtained when communication and synchronization costs are ignored and when events are evenly distributed over busy ticks and processors. This section shows how the performance bounds can be used to get a quick estimate of the speed-up potential of a variety of special-purpose, multiprocessor machines. Figure 2 shows curves of the idealized speed-up SIp (event/function evaluation time dominant) as a function of the number of processors for a special-purpose machine running simulations of 100,000-component circuits from the benchmark. The machine has a fivestage pipeline (L=5) and has a processor whose singleevent-evaluation time is 100 times faster than the base machine (H----100). The speed-up curves show a rapid increase in the speed-up as a function of the number of processors for small processor populations. In this region where the event simultaneity is much larger than the number of processors (N>>P), (14) indicates that the speed-up will be approximately HLP=500P. But as the number of processors increases, the event simultaneity will become comparable to the number of processors, and the speed-up curve will approach HN, independent of the number of processors. This limiting case is shown in Figure 2 for the crossbar switch where N~80, and thus the speed-up bound is HN=100(80)----8,000 when P~80. The idealized speed-up limit HN for the other four circuits can be computed from the N-values in Table 6 . Note that these limits are a function of the circuit size since the event simultaneity N increases (decreases) with increasing (decreasing) circuit size.
A simple calculation shows the potential for speedup even when a special-purpose machine has only one processor but uses functional specialization and an evaluation pipeline. When the processor is heavily loaded, the speed-up is approximately St1 ~HL.
A special-purpose machine with H=10 and a five-stage pipeline (L=5) will yield a speed-up of approximately 50 for typical VLSI circuits (Sll~5 (10)). Since a typical general-purpose machine such as a VAX 11/750 evaluates one simple event/function in about 400 #sec (a speed of 2,500events/see), such a special-purpose, uniprocessor machine could have a speed of 125,000 events/see. If the special-purpose machine uses a five-stage pipeline (L=5) with H=100, the speed-up becomes S'1-~500 or 1.25M ev/sec (million events/see). Larger speed-ups can be obtained at higher costs. Commercial experience suggests that H-values es large as 1000 may be possible [18, 1, 4] . However, five stages is about all that can be expected from pipelining the simulation algorithm*.
Further acceleration can be achieved through the use of multiple processors. When the number of simultaneous events is large enough to keep each processor heavily loaded (N/P~L--1), the speed-up is approximately SIp ~ HLP. All of the 100,000-component circuits in benchmark except the crossbar switch have values of N large enough to keep the processors in a 10-processor system with a five-stage pipeline heavily loaded.
The performance bounds discussed above are overly optimistic for several reasons. First, the workload will seldom be evenly distributed over all busy ticks, leading to idle processors during busy ticks when the number of processors is nearly equal to N--E/B. This inability to keep all processors busy is particularly damaging to the speed-up when a substantial portion of the speed-up is gained through parallelism and can lead to large errors in our speed-up estimates for large processor populations. Second, the workload will seldom be evenly distributed over all processors during a busy tick. This slowdown will probably be less than an order of magnitude under typical circumstances. Third, the distribution of events over multiple processors leads to communication costs which will eventually bend the speed-up curves downward when the communication component of the run-time becomes more significant than the event/function evaluation component. The effect of * Six stages are possible, but two of them have short execution times and can be combined without decreasing the event/function evaluation rate. these communication costs is examined in the next section.
Machine Designs
The designer of a logic simulation machine is confronted with a wide range of design options. Since higher performance components typically have higher costs, poorly matched components can lead to unnecessarily expensive designs with unused capacity in parts of the system. This section presents design curves and performance estimates for machines with a variety of parameter combinations. The results indicate both the machine speeds which can be expected as well as some of the resource requirements necessary for attaining the speed estimates.
Design and Workload Parameters
The factors considered in our design space are shown in Table 7 . The imbalance factor 13 is assumed to be 1, and the synchronization time tSYNC is assumed to be constant. In all cases, the time unit assumed on all time parameters (e.g., rE, tM) is one synchronization time interval (i.e., tSYNC----ts+tD) called a sync. The base machine is assumed to be a VAX 11/750 running a standard, logic simulator with tnB----4,000 syncs where a sync=100 ns (i.e., tEB=400 #s).
The H-values were chosen to reflect the range from no acceleration in the low end, to acceleration due to microcoding or special hardware in the mid-and highrange [19] . The values for communication concurrency (W) correspond to values typical of one to three timeshared busses. The values for pipeline length (L) were chosen to correspond to no pipelining or full pipelining. The values for the event message transmission time are typical values for busses a few feet long, and the processor populations were chosen to reflect low to moderate populations.
The speed-up curves and estimates in this section were derived for an "average" benchmark circuit. The data for an average circuit is shown in Table 8 and was  derived from Table 6 by normalizing the simulation runlength to 60,000 ticks (busy and idle combined). For example, the average value of B/(B+I) from Table 6 is .1351. If we assume that B+I=60,000, the number of busy ticks is B=.1351(B+I)=8,106 and and the number of idle ticks is I----60,000--B=51,894. Then, since the average value of N----E/B is 1,279, E-~NB=10.4 million. Finally, since the average value of M~fE is 2.1, M~=2.1E----21.8 million. The choice of 60,000 for the simulation run-length was arbitrary and does not affect any of our performance results. The top curve in Figure 3 (H=I, tM----3 syncs) is for the three cases when the machine is pipelined (L=5) and W=I, 2, and 3.
A Comparison of Alternative Designs
The bottom curve is for the corresponding non-pipelined machine (L---l, and W=I, 2, and 3). Only two curves are shown because the communication concurrency has no effect on the speed-up when the processor population is less than or equal to 50. This insensitivity to the value of W indicates that the message rate arriving to the communication network is so low that there is still excess capacity even when W----1 so that greater communication concurrency will not improve the performance of the machines. As expected, the two curves in Figure 3 are approximately separated by a factor of L--5.
In Figure 4 (H=10, tM~-3 syncs), the top three curves are for the three cases when the machine is pipelined (L=5) and W----l, 2, and 3 with greater speed-up provided by the machine with the larger communication concurrency. The bottom curve is for the three nonpipelined machines (L----l, and W=I, 2, and 3).
The top three curves indicate that the pipelined processors are now supplying messages at a high enough rate to saturate the communication network. Once the communication network is saturated, (15) indicates that the machine speed-up is approximately proportional to the reciprocal of the communication time and therefore a decreasing (very slowly) function of the number of processors. Note further that it takes approximately twice as many processors to saturate the communication network with W----2 as it does when W=I.
The bottom curve is for the non-pipelined case and is identical to the bottom curve in the preceding figure except that the speed-up is 10 times larger. In fact all curves in this figure represent speed-ups which are 10 times larger than the corresponding curves in the preceding figure for processor populations which are small enough so that the system is not communication limited.
The effect of insufficient communication capacity is more dramatically shown in Figure 5 which shows the speed-up curves for the high-performance machines (H=100). All six of the high-performance designs have sufficient event/function evaluation speed to consume the entire capacity of the communication network even for small to moderate processor populations. There are six curves corresponding to the six designs. However, for very small processor populations (P(3), the speed-up is insensitive to the communication concurrency because there is excess communication capacity. On the other hand, for moderate, processor populations (P~>10), the speed-up is insensitive to the pipeline length because there is excess event/function evaluation capacity. The maximum speed-up occurs in the region between these two extremes.
The curves for the case when the message transmission time is tM----2 syncs are not shown because they are qualitatively identical to the cases above where tM----3 syncs.
Quantitatively though, the faster communication network accelerates the communicationlimited designs by a factor of approximately 1.5 using processor populations which are also approximately 1.5 larger. Table 9 summarizes the data from the speed-up curves for the designs considered in Table 6 . The processor populations shown in the table indicate the number of processors less than or equal to 50 which yield the maximum speed-up for each design. The entries with the number of processors less than 50 reflect designs in which the event/function evaluation time is approximately equal to the communication time (i.e., a balanced system).
An estimate of the absolute event/function evaluation speed can be obtained by multiplying the entries in Table 9 by 2,500 ev/sec, the approximate speed of our base machine. For example, the fastest machine in Table 9 (H=100, W=3, L--5, and tM=2 syncs) has a speed of 8.3M ev/sec.
Summary
This paper has analyzed a number of design alternatives for speeding up the simulation process. A performance model of a class of logic simulation machines was developed. The input parameters to the model included such items as number of events and number of messages and represent the circuit dependent aspects of the problem.
The design parameters concerned architecture choices such as number of processors, pipeline length, and hardware speed.
The paper presented data on the simulation process collected from fixed delay simulations of five VLSI circuits. The nature of logic simulation is one of low temporal and spatial activity occurring over large component populations. This leads to sufficient parallelism for concurrency exploitation to multiply speeds by two to three orders of magnitude for large circuits. However, the parallelism is highly dependent on the circuit.
A range of machine designs were examined and their speed-up over a conventional, uniprocessor base machine was estimated.
The analysis showed that lowperformance machines (i.e., H=I to 10) could gain some acceleration through the use of either pipelining or a large number of processors but probably not both since large processor populations can reduce the effectiveness of the pipeline. High-performance machines (i.e., H=100) on the other hand make effective use of their pipelines but are limited by the capacity of the communication network.
The results indicate that the use of a moderate performance communication network limits the speed of a high-speed machine to around 8 million events/sec even though much more parallelism remains untapped. A faster communication network, better circuit partitioning, or another architecture will be required to significantly increase the simulation speed beyond this range.
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